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This is a vocabulary exercise for
elementary-level English learners.
In this exercise you will practise
adjectives which end in -ed and
adjectives ending in -ing. 'My
holiday was relaxing. I felt really
relaxed.' Few, but common,
adjectives end in either -ed or
-ing: worried/worrying,
interested/interesting,
excited/exciting English:
Adjectives - ing and ed. 1. The
instructions in the exam were very
complicated and left the students
feeling totally adjectives exercise.
two exercises on adjectives
ending in -ed or -ing

Forget him and I will do a 69 with
you finishing with lovely
mouthfulls. And just as the LORD
took delight in making you
prosperous and numerous so
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Decide on the correct form of the
adjective to fill the gap in the
sentences on the right. Grammar
note Time to brush up on (review)
your understanding of participles
as adjectives . Some participles
can be used as adjectives in either
the present or past form.
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Time to brush up on (review) your understanding of participles as adjectives . Some participles can be used as adjectives in either the present or past form.
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When the students did badly, the teacher became really _____ and didn't smile for weeks.
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